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Really trendy:
Ceramic arts and crafts on the Pantschau in Murten (Fribourg /
Switzerland) on september 3rd and 4th, 2016.

Ependes, August 20th 2016 –The keramikpanorama takes place for the third time. Free
admission saturday and sunday, 9 am until 6 pm. More than 90 potters and designers from
as many as 15 countries present their best work near the lake. Additionally there are places
in the town of Murten where more potters exhibit objects.

These days there seems to be a real revival in crafts in general and ceramic arts especially. More
and more people (re)find pleasure in carefully and lovingly crafted objects. Away from
massproduction to objects with heart and soul!

This trend shows as well through various online-Blogs and –forums concerning crafts and
ceramics. Courses and workshops around crafts and pottery are well booked and quickly sold out.
Media has picked up on it and writes and talks about crafts and ceramic exhibitions and
organisations. And last but not least Reality TV goes along with it. Starting in 2015, BBC
broadcasts „The Great Pottery Throw Down“: Ten amateur potters fight for winning and want to get
elected as the „Great Potter“.

There will be a „Great Potter“ at the keramikpanorama as well. Quite differently, but still. It’s the
visitors who choose their favorite potter but all potters are highly professional (designers, potters,
artists). The participants/visitors can win precious prizes, for example three handmade and
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exclusive objects of an exhibitor. The „Great Potter“ can choose, if he wants to win 1 ton of clay,
CHF 500 Cash or an article in the well-known art-magazine „ArtAurea“.

The keramikpanorama will be a colorful and multifaceted exhibition of high quality. Forms,
techniques and materials will show that there are almost no limits to what’s possible with clay. In
this welcoming and informal market atmosphere everybody is invited to join. There will be music
and food from many regional Bio-Producer.

For more information concerning exhibitors and exhibition please visit our website. You’ll also find
pictures here: http://www.keramikpanorama.ch/EN_presse2016.html

For further information:
Verein Keramikpanorama
Peter Fink, Präsident
Route du Petit-Ependes 3
1731 Ependes/FR
Telefon +41 26 413 44 42
info@keramikpanorama.ch! !
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or
Patricia Portmann, Kommunikation
Telefon +41 31 755 54 90
patricia@keramikpanorama.ch
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